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it moves," he jeered at their dignified efforts to nail the earth
down again, the earth that Copernicus and he had dislodged
and sent spinning off round the sun for ever.
It is very important for our purpose here to recall this
essential resentful Tewlerism of the scientific initiative,
because then we can realise that great truths can and do emerge
and increase without the agency of great minds, exalted
discoverers or the like, Through a quite ignoble recalcitrance.
It was Tewler insubordinate against Tewler in authority.
Scientific progress oozes out of the general substance of
Tewlerism, and its outstanding personalities, so liable to
deification, are a hindrance rather than a help.
But this does not explain why these new expansions of the
human outlook were not presently seized upon and exploited
and betrayed by some creed-maker like St Paul, followed up
by the usually inevitable priesthood. For that we must account
in some other way. It is not so very difficult to do that.
Science began differently. It began less as a public teaching
than as a hobby. And it did not invade more than a limited
part of the field of modern life and thought, and that was a
part of the field remote from the primordial scuffle for pride
and power. It began completely out of politics, and it raised
no objections to current religious and sociU life. The Royal
Society, like the Academia dei Lincei, was a society of gentle-
men amateurs who met unobtrusively and exchanged their
sceptical observations, their entertaining Centuries of Inventions
and so forth, and published their Philosophical Transactions
more or less privately. In those days they did not use the
word " Science '*. It was Natural Philosophy and Natural
History they talked about.
The Royal Society was a toy for Charles II, and it was only
as the nineteenth century unfolded that mankind realised
that this pet tiger cub was growing into a rather formidable
monster. It stuck its claws through the gaiters of Bishop
Wilberforce with great effect, when he launched a Tewleresque-
kick at it. It was that memorable encoifhter of " Soapy Sam "
and Grandfather Huxley at the British Association meeting
which made the " Conflict of Religion and Science" a

